
Benefits and Concerns of the Proposed Merger - Pros and Cons list 
 

Benefits: 

● Following God:  Many in our associations feel God leading this initiative and feel that this will make 

an impact in our Kingdom work. 

● Camp Cedar Crest:  The merger would streamline much of what has taken place in the past and 

work towards a better tomorrow.  The camp is also the longest running partnership between MMBA and 

GCBA. 

● Leadership for MMBA:  Dr. Lewis is retiring at the end of the year.  MMBA has been struggling 

financially to keep the association together.  A stronger healthier association to join with is needed.  A merger 

with GCBA is the best option. 

● Rejuvenation of cooperation between churches in Boone County: (not only those in MMBA now 

but those who have evidenced interest in joining) - Camp has been the major effort they come together on 

and there is much more work to be done 

● Local Missions: For each association, the other is its Judea/Samaria  

● More people and more resources to accomplish the mission:  This is particularly important as 

you look at the small mission and team expenditures in GCBA.  We are staying afloat but not in an 

overwhelming way.  In fact, GCBA trends indicate that we will have to make some major decisions in about 

2-3 years on the future of the association.  Our recent special offerings have helped but there is a lot of room 

to grow. 

● Mission over meetings:  Because of the evaluation of both our current associations and the 

discussion between pastors and churches, there is a focus on the work of the association and its churches 

over the status quo.  We definitely want to fellowship as churches but this new work has provided the 

opportunity to renew our focus on the mission God has invited us to. 

● Partner ministry support:  The ministry partners of each association have the potential to be better 

supported with the combined strength of the new, merged association. 

● Urban experience:  Churches in Columbia bring experience in reaching urban environments that can 

help in missions efforts - This greater diversity of experience could also help in our local churches across our 

associations 

● College Ministry: MMBA's experience in college ministry can help similar ministry in Fulton and 

Mexico campuses 

● Reaching Columbia: Preston has helped us see the demographics of lostness in GCBA and there is 

plenty of work to do but one of our church planters shared the numbers for Columbia at our meeting at 

Richland and they were eye-opening 

● Greater Fellowship of Pastors  -  It has been exciting to meet brothers from MMBA and hear their 

excitement about coming together which I believe will lead to great momentum for doing the work of the 

Kingdom 

 

Findings that support merging: 

 

● Commonality of Associations : Our two constitutions, bylaws and core values were very similar 

when we merged them into one document.  The fact is that we are more alike than what anyone had 

realized.  Besides that, the land size, make up of churches, and pastoral similarities are extremely close. 

● Conservative Theology:  Because of what MMBA did in recent years in adopting core values and 

discussing these with the more liberal churches in the association, both associations are very conservative. 

● History of working together:  This has been in the works for years, especially in terms of prayer and 

working together at camp, and now the time is right. 

● Common history of our Associations: It has been done in the past - people still remember when 

there was one DOM for all three counties before modern technology.  This happened up until the mid 1980’s. 

Max Gregory was the last DOM to serve in that role. 

● Trend across the MBC and SBC:  Associations are merging together all across the land.  This has 

to do with the struggles of the local church,the new realities of communication, and the changing roles of 



associations.  In fact, the size of the merged association is not all that big for our state - with church numbers, 

land size and even population 

 

 

 

Concerns and responses to them: 

● Short timeline: A great deal of work has been done in a short time frame.  For many who are not on 

the task force, this has seemed very sudden.  While some have been looking at this for a while, many have 

become aware of this only recently 

o Response:   The short timeline is precisely why so much has gotten done.  Further our timeline has 

gotten longer.  We will not be voting on the finalization of the merger at the annual meetings as had originally 

been proposed.  Some legal questions about how we can properly merge and/or disband still have to be 

answered and we are not moving forward until they are. 

● Change is hard: Some in GCBA are still getting over the merger of Audrain and Callaway that 

happened 15 years ago 

o Response:  Change is hard but it is not a reason not to seize opportunity.  Baptists are not known for 

our flexibility but the benefits and supporting findings outweigh our desire for comfort, in the opinion of the 

task force. 

● Communication:  Related to the short timeline, communication has not been as good as we would 

like.  Also, electronic communication is replacing traditional correspondence. 

o Response:  Some things have only been recently known so what has seemed to some as 

withholding information has really just been waiting on many things to be determined.  Town hall meetings, 

digital and physical copies of the governing documents, and even this document are attempts to communicate 

as effectively as possible.  Further, this is a two-way street.  It is evident that different people meant or 

understood different things by the term “feasibility.”  For some, meeting pastors of the other association 

determined the feasibility; some wanted to see the proposed governing documents; recently still others have 

asked for this analysis of Benefits and Concerns.  Usually, each of us assumes everyone means what I mean 

but this has proven, once again, to be a mistake.  As these different expectations have come to light, we have 

tried to satisfy them.  For those who prefer traditional correspondence through the mail and by phone, it is not 

really a consequence of this merger that electronic communication is becoming more prevalent.  The greatly 

reduced cost and speed of email and webpages make their use unavoidable.  We ask that you help us make 

the best use of our resources by accessing the information when you can and helping those in your church or 

area who cannot or will not. 

● Potential loss of some churches:  It is obviously the choice of each church whether they would like 

to be part of a new association 

o Response:  We do not want to lose any church.  Indeed, we hope the merger spurs participation 

from churches who have not thought about the association in a while.  Again, the benefits and greater 

momentum for cooperation and Kingdom work outweighs this risk in our opinion. 

● Greater work load for Preston: This has probably been the most frequently expressed concern 

while considering an association that could be as large as 60 churches. 

o Response:  This is most definitely a concern but the presence of an office manager is a great reason 

to expect this to be manageable if and when we move forward.  God has gifted us with an energetic DOM 

who is looking forward to this opportunity.  We don’t want to wear him out but we also don’t want to deny this 

opportunity that he is looking forward to.  Also, we as pastors and churches must take responsibility for 

actually being connected with one another.   We are not a group of churches all drawing on a DOM's 

resources.  We are a group of churches helping each other and working together. 

● Theological diversity:  What about liberal churches? 

o Response:  Some things are non-negotiable and our core values are very clear about what we 

believe those are.  Unfortunately, a very few churches do not hold to these.  Even worse, a few pastors 

disagree on some of these issues while their churches do agree with the core value statements.  This 

presents a difficult situation but our credentials process allows for this and, while we do not want to withdraw 



fellowship from anyone, our constitution spells this process out explicitly.  There is no reason to expect this to 

affect more than a handful of churches in either association.  Our theological agreement is far more significant 

than any disagreement. 
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